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ELAM overcomes handicap

With ELAM 5, people with physical and mental disabilities in the

AWO Siegen workshops can grow beyond their previous abilities in

one workplace. The possibility of taking on more complex tasks

with the help of the ELAM system strengthens self-confidence and

expands the work opportunities of many employees in the

workshops. The ELAM system guides you step by step through

the assembly right from the start and thus conveys safety.

Have we piqued your interest?

Visit us at the Motek in Stuttgart, we will send you day ticket if you

need. Please contact us.

ELAM convinces in the assembly of wallboxes

Hörmann Automotive GmbH was given our ELAM system by the

end customer as software for the installation of wallboxes.

Wallboxes are a very complex product in some cases with over 200

work steps. Thanks to the ELAM system the employees can

mastered the demanding processes without any problems at

several stations. "The ELAM system has convinced us so much

that we will expand the assembly of other product lines with the

ELAM system for upcoming orders as well." Read the full

reference report here.
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Cobots built with ELAM

The use of cobots in research and industry is gaining. In order to 

meet the demand, the assembly of robotic arms is also designed 

efficiently and in accordance with quality standards. Rethink 

Robotics is a developer and manufacturer of collaborative robots 

based in Bochum. The ELAM system is used there at five 

individual workstations to build cobots with connection of scanners, 

printers and callipers. Read here about the different sectors in 

which our ELAM system has already been used.
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